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GENERATIONS



“I knew growing up that at some point I was supposed 
to be the things I learned in the stories: 
compassionate, honorable, and brave, and so forth. I 
knew this because the storytellers lived the lessons 
they imparted in their stories, and practiced what 
they preached: they were compassionate, they were 
honorable, and they were brave and wise.”  

- Joseph Marshall
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For many people, there is a challenging gap 
between the person they are and the person 
they want to be or feel called to be.

This tension is most obvious in people and 
communities with self-destructive habits. On 
one hand, there is a genuine desire for change, 
responsibility, and improvement. On the other 
hand, there are patterns of relating, thinking, 
and behaving that seem nearly impossible to 
break. There are also major social and cultural 
barriers to overcome.

It’s no secret that Native American communities 
on many reservations face big challenges:

• Addiction,
• Abuse,
• Poor health outcomes,
• Lack of access to quality education,
• Widespread unemployment,
• Poor mental health.

When parts of society that have not experienced 
trauma, poverty, or generational oppression 
look at the challenges facing minority or 
impoverished groups, many people choose to 
blame the marginalized group.

It’s as if they want to say, “Well, yes maybe bad 
things happened in the past to your people, 
but look at the life choices you make right now. 
Those choices are your fault and your problem.”

This way of looking at the world shows an 
insensitivity and lack of understanding about 
how trauma is passed down through generations, 
influencing people and communities long after 
it has taken place.

Recent scientific advances in the study of 
epigenetics and psychology show more and 
more clearly how traumatic experiences 
shape the lives of not only the people who 
experience them but also their children and 
children’s children.

HERE’S WHY IT’S IMPORTANT TO TALK ABOUT TRAUMA

https://pages.nativehope.org/native-american-life-today
https://pages.nativehope.org/native-american-life-today
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5967849/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5967849/
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A large part of the reason that trauma is left 
out of conversations about how to change 
lives for the better is because many victims of 
generational or historical trauma don’t 
understand their struggles in these terms.

Instead they find themselves deep into cycles 
of destructive behavior or destructive thinking, 
and then blame themselves for getting there in 
the first place, increasing their own sense of 
shame and hopelessness.

There are doubts and conversations that play 
out often in the heads of those who suffer from 
psychological and emotional wounds.

“Maybe I’m exaggerating. Why do I have to be so 
dramatic about what happened? I should be able 
to move past this.”

“Why am I so bothered by this? I should be tougher 
and more resilient.”

“I’m hopeless. I’ll never be able to quit doing X, I’ll 
always be a failure.”

“It’s not like my childhood was THAT bad. It could 
have been much worse.”

“What happened was my fault in a lot of ways. I 
should have been stronger, more careful, less 
needy, etc. I must have deserved it.”

Thoughts like these pass through the minds of 
those who have been hurt by abuse, addiction, 
trauma, and emotional and physical neglect.

These thoughts are lies. They are lies we tell 
ourselves about our own story. One of the 
most tragic things we do to ourselves is second 
guess our own hurts and wounds.

HOW TRAUMA IS IGNORED 
AND SUPPRESSED
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Research on Historical Loss and Native Americans Today

Brave Heart and other researchers’ work suggests that historical trauma is lived out and experienced 
again and again in each subsequent generation, even if the generation is far removed from the 
original trauma.

In one study conducted in 2004, a group of researchers surveyed adult Native Americans who 
had children and developed something called the Historical Loss Scale.

Here’s what they found:

• 36%  of those surveyed had daily thoughts about the loss of traditional language in their community
• 34% experienced daily thoughts about the loss of culture
• 49% expressed they had disturbing thoughts related to these losses
• 35% were distrustful of the intentions of the dominant White culture due to the historical losses 
the Native American people had suffered (Whitbeck et al., 2004)

As the results from this study suggest, daily thoughts about loss, stress, grief, discrimination, 
and cultural displacement pervade the lives of many Native Americans. Generations of 
Native Americans live under the shadow of history, and this causes enormous stress on the 
body and mind.

NATIVE AMERICANS CARRY THE HEAVY WEIGHT 
OF HISTORICAL TRAUMA

Historical Trauma—Defined

Dr. Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart defines historical trauma as “the cumulative emotional and 
psychological wounding over one’s lifetime and from generation to generation following loss of lives, 
land and vital aspects of culture.”

Based on this definition, many researchers, sociologists, and psychologists have discussed 
historical trauma as a central experience for marginalized groups like Native Americans, the 
Jewish people, and others.

http://tpcjournal.nbcc.org/examining-the-theory-of-historical-trauma-among-native-americans/
http://tpcjournal.nbcc.org/examining-the-theory-of-historical-trauma-among-native-americans/
http://discoveringourstory.wisdomoftheelders.org/resources/transcending-historical-trauma
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For many Native Americans and for any other impacted groups, it can be difficult to understand 
what role, if any, historical trauma has played in their lives. Can an individual claim historical 
trauma and use this as the reason or explanation for their own sorrows, wounds, or destructive 
patterns of behavior?

There is no simple answer to this question. Every person is responsible for their actions and 
choices and has the capacity to write their own personal story even if the story of their people 
is a challenging one.

However, Native Hope wants you to know that historical trauma is worth talking and thinking 
about because it helps articulate the unique challenges that historically marginalized and 
discriminated groups are working against. There are aspects of every human life that an 
individual does not choose for themselves. No one can choose what family they are born into, 
what struggles their relatives face, the socio-economic status of their community, and many 
other things. Meanwhile, both research-based evidence and anecdotal evidence tells us that 
these unchosen factors have significant impact on people’s lives.

For people who repeatedly experience loss, sorrow, difficult family settings, addiction, or 
destructive behavior, it can be liberating to realize that their struggles are not purely the result 
of their own choices or flaws, but may be connected to historical and cultural patterns of 
discrimination and trauma.

Hopefully, this realization empowers people to understand where they have come from in 
order to heal and then choose a new path of personal freedom, peace, and hope.

THE ROLE HISTORICAL TRAUMA PLAYS IN 
THE LIVES OF NATIVE AMERICANS
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In other words, the stressors experienced by a mother during pregnancy impact the child who is 
entirely dependent on her in the womb. The way she eats, the way she sleeps, the presence or 
absence of stress hormones in her system, all these things affect her child. An infant with a stressed 
mother has more difficulty regulating and managing their own stress reactions later in life. Babies 
can be born with a predisposition to diabetes, depression, anxiety, PTSD, and addictive behaviors 
simply because of the environmental factors of the mother’s womb.

As Judy Bluehorse Skelton, Adjunct Professor at Portland State University’s Graduate School of 
Education, explains:

“This history lives on in us. There’s that memory, that physical memory that some have talked about. It 
lives on at a cellular level – a cellular memory.”

The science of epigenetics is simply describing what can happen to a child in the womb. It doesn’t 
begin to cover the trauma that can be experienced into childhood and adulthood as children are 
raised in homes with existing cycles of negative behavior.

Although the science of epigenetics is still in its infancy, the research and studies emerging in 
this field have far-reaching implications for how we think and talk about the impact of 
generational trauma.

EPIGENETICS: HOW BIOLOGY CONTRIBUTES
TO CYCLES OF TRAUMA

So why is it that the experiences of parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents can loom 
so large in the life of the next generation? How can people live with pain that they didn’t 
personally experience?

An emerging field of science called epigenetics is exploring the complicated question of how 
trauma is passed down from generation to generation.

The study of epigenetics—the expression of genes—has shown a growing amount of “evidence at 
the cellular level that powerfully stressful environmental conditions can leave an imprint or ‘mark’ on 
the epigenome (cellular genetic material) that can be carried into future generations with devastating 
consequences.”

http://discoveringourstory.wisdomoftheelders.org/resources/transcending-historical-trauma#_ftn3
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5967849/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5967849/
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COMING TO TERMS WITH 
YOUR PAST AND YOUR 
PEOPLE’S HISTORYed and 
Buried
The point of talking about historical trauma 
and how it is passed down is neither to 
encourage Native people to feel hopelessness 
and despair nor to feel like permanent victims. 
Quite the opposite.

At Native Hope, we want to encourage people 
to come to terms with their own stories, their 
own past. We want you to be able to offer 
yourself forgiveness and compassion, to 
understand that much of the difficulty you may 
face is not your fault.  

And once you know this, you can begin to truly 
heal and to step into greater freedom, greater 
hope, greater responsibility to live differently 
and better than before.

Dr. Maria Brave Heart says:

“In our view, community healing along with 
individual and family healing are necessary to 
thoroughly address historical unresolved grief 
and its present manifestations. The process is not 
quick nor is it easy. However, without such a 
commitment to healing the past, we will not be 
able to address the resultant trauma and prevent 
the continuation of such atrocities in the present.”

If you have experienced personal, generational, 
or historical trauma, you have the opportunity 
to embrace the reality of your past while re-
writing the story of your future.
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Oxytocin and Cortisol, the Storytelling Hormones 

According to science, one reason the brain falls in love with a good story is because hearing 
stories encourages the release of the hormones oxytocin and cortisol. Oxytocin is a 
hormone that controls things like empathy and social interaction. Cortisol is connected to 
the stress response.

When a story introduces a likeable character facing a difficult problem, oxytocin causes 
the brain to emphasize with the character’s situation, and cortisol causes the brain to 
feel stress over the character’s problem. These reactions lead to the listener/reader 
being invested in the character’s plight. This connection can be so strong it can move 
people to action — from something as simple as hanging on the edge of their seat to 
something as radical as joining a movement.

However, the almost intoxicating effects of oxytocin and cortisol are not the only 
contributors to the human fascination with storytelling. Another key player is a story’s 
ability to organize thought. The consistent structure of a story is a powerful tool the brain 
uses to make sense of the world. When the brain encounters something that doesn’t add 
up, its instinct is to fill in the missing story elements in search of coherence.

Stories, because of their imaginative power that engages the brain, have much greater 
impact than simple facts. Increased brain engagement leads not only to increased thought 
on the engaging topic, but also to increased memory as well. When that engagement and 
memory are controlled and focused in a positive way, the brain’s love for storytelling might 
be the key to healing and happiness.

THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE POWER OF STORYTELLING

There’s no doubt about it: stories are powerful. When a person can identify their role in 
their own story as well as the individual elements of their story, they can then begin to 
understand their lives and the world in which they live.

This idea of healing through storytelling is especially true in the Native American tradition. 
Storytelling is central to the cultural and oral tradition of Native Americans.

Renda Dionne, clinical psychologist and member of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa 
Indians, says, “Stories are how we come to understand ourselves and the world around us.” 
For American Indians stories are medicine … being present with yourself and the audience 
and speaking from the heart.

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/oxytocin
https://study.com/academy/lesson/the-neuroscience-of-storytelling.html
https://study.com/academy/lesson/the-neuroscience-of-storytelling.html
https://www.humanisethebrand.com/neuroscience-storytelling/
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_stories_change_brain
https://www.mindful.org/mindful-healing-storytelling/
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LIVING YOUR STORY WITH 
HOPE AND COURAGEred 
and Buried
Today, through fully embracing our stories 
and our pasts, we can choose to end the cycles 
of grief and trauma in order to offer a better 
life for the next generation. We can let go of 
the bad patterns, let the cycles of abuse and 
addiction die.

We see so many beautiful examples of strong 
Native men and women, living in the truth of 
their stories and finding healing. People like 
Tiny DeCory, Waylon Pahona, J. Dakotah, and 
Wayne William Snellgrove.

We believe that stories have a healing power 
(and we’ve got science that backs this up). 
There’s also some evidence that the presence 
of epigenetic trauma can be reversed through 
positive environmental influences. In other 
words, victims of trauma are not doomed to 
pass along their pain and suffering to their 
children. They have a chance to change the 
story of their lives and pass down a healing 
story about courage and strength in the face 
of suffering.

When you share your story, embracing the pain 
and joy that is a part of your journey, you offer 
a powerful witness to others and encourage 
others to rise up to healing.

https://blog.nativehope.org/standing-in-the-eye-of-the-hurricane-learning-from-yvonne-tiny-decory
https://blog.nativehope.org/he-is-a-runner-he-is-a-warrior
https://blog.nativehope.org/story-of-survival-and-hope-sex-trafficking-survivor
https://blog.nativehope.org/wayne-william-snellgrove
https://blog.nativehope.org/the-science-behind-the-healing-power-of-storytelling
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Potential%20of%20environmental%20enrichment%20to%20prevent%20transgenerational%20effects%20of%20paternal%20trauma.%20
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Potential%20of%20environmental%20enrichment%20to%20prevent%20transgenerational%20effects%20of%20paternal%20trauma.%20
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Potential%20of%20environmental%20enrichment%20to%20prevent%20transgenerational%20effects%20of%20paternal%20trauma.%20
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CONNECT WITH NATIVE HOPE
Here at Native Hope, we believe in the power of storytelling to dismantle barriers, bring 
healing, and inspire hope for Native people. Through our fellowships, our Native media 
team, our blog, and our work in Native communities, we hope to be a force for hope, 
inspiration, and healing for Natives around the world.

We hope this resource has been helpful for you as you consider how cycles of trauma 
impact people and communities and how knowledge and the power of story can help us 
break free from our existing narratives to find peace and healing.

If you’re looking to get more involved with Native Hope, you can start by doing one 
of the following things:

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR BLOG DONATE TODAY

https://www.nativehope.org/fellows
https://www.nativehope.org/media
https://www.nativehope.org/media
https://blog.nativehope.org/
https://blog.nativehope.org/in-the-field-with-native-hope
https://pages.nativehope.org/cs/c/?cta_guid=104f971e-9acd-41d1-aa38-93e39368da67&placement_guid=dedf5d77-90b4-45a4-b459-f3f848421a56&portal_id=1965224&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fpages.nativehope.org%2Fhow-trauma-gets-passed-down-through-generations&redirect_url=APefjpEHS1_MHbulx4MtFrHQsGTXWI7JTRYW1zXHf7RUzJ4iGyXpXblkSpG26rJstQEYvE4KzruMfhZQcoF465zpDZhS04GsLSG547F0xbcvsVDuILYYdW8ZQwJsoakGSAOFBIhTCjjjx2p94KG1Q1eQDKaS5Jr8GvssP8ceKPY6b6kLi75vqOOPPGaTY_k7bnud6NavBcrw3-ctCdEThMUHT05YAOQahkcj-13SZ4pUDxQI6aRsMi70-Jlv1xHq0-uhOHhK_lLN&click=91b8a43c-0814-484b-9368-fad98c39989b&hsutk=4447f1c1b9a9351350b6de8711859200&pageId=8389550893&__hstc=88825988.4447f1c1b9a9351350b6de8711859200.1540404022247.1562084059876.1562341799274.14&__hssc=88825988.1.1562341799274&__hsfp=3695762961
https://pages.nativehope.org/cs/c/?cta_guid=ccaaf123-561d-43f5-8d01-b71a1bba68fc&placement_guid=a311c6ad-b202-4ecc-a476-1495d7b6f520&portal_id=1965224&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fpages.nativehope.org%2Fhow-trauma-gets-passed-down-through-generations&redirect_url=APefjpFvYWQPZpFR0JBiovumzuUqa6N0iRh31XyV38HIoGLY903I-Vr9wLdnOoGAqZ0r3vo7VCGMuiQyWFH89bCMovYZeC_ZTaXK9K-ozlO8WCPNgc2_mFKLpdo-wKy8euaJu9Sblo7YBClYkzXVxmDmAxDVxCwep_hlnefNRHZbutkngfcKADEBIyC8eK8LvQ7IyAZEqU6kHkmF-P2MmRjRCFf-hEpMcvnarqw9VXg7326ji2Ti3jE&click=b93e197a-5371-4fab-851e-2d69f4302c23&hsutk=4447f1c1b9a9351350b6de8711859200&pageId=8389550893&__hstc=88825988.4447f1c1b9a9351350b6de8711859200.1540404022247.1562084059876.1562341799274.14&__hssc=88825988.1.1562341799274&__hsfp=3695762961

